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MYG Coin Integration to Minecraft 1.19 
 

You will need: 

• Access to your own Minecraft Server (local installation or remote) 

 

o the MYG Coin Plugin from mygcoin.com for Minecraft (or visit our Discord) 

 

o MYG Coin Plugin for Minecraft 

Latest successful test with: Minecraft 1.19 

 

 

 

 

You will need to know how to setup a Minecraft Server. 

This is NOT part of this paper or Discord-Discussions! 

 
 

Install the Plugin-Jar-File 
 

Once downloaded you will have to place the mygcoin-plugin.jar file in your plugins Folder inside your 

Minecraft Server. 

 

   

 

There are some files that will be generated by using the Plugin. You can also create them as OP by 

using the command “/myginit”. Details on the files content will be mentioned in the following 

sections. 

 

 

 

https://mygcoin.com/MYGCoin-Minecraft-Plugin.zip
https://discord.gg/QskBFZJs9b
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Files and Config of the MYG Minecraft-Plugin 
 

Beside the mygcoin-plugin.jar file there are 3 more files, that will be created by using the plugin and 

be created inside the folder /plugins/MYGCoin/ 

Those files are: Myg.config , players.config and mygsale.config 

 

Myg.config: 

- Handles settings for the Server-Owner/ Developer like: 

 

 
 

webwallet2fakey -> enter your 2FA Key which you received from your Webwallet 

at https://wallet.mygcoin.com/  

 

Remember having a lot of coins on a Webwallet is not a secure place! Make sure to only hold 

an amount of MYG coins there that you are willing to give away to your players. Webwallets 

can be targets of hackers, so please consider this NOT a safe haven to store all your coins. 

Beside this the Webwallet does not Support staking (PoS). 

 

enablemygtoitemYN -> Y/N enable or disable function to exchange MYG Coins into MYG-

Items and back. 

 

mygonlevelupyesno -> yes/ no enable or disable function to reward players with amount of 

MYG Coins upon level-up in Minecraft (see: mygonlevelupbonus). 

 

mygonlevelupbonus -> amount of MYG Coins to reward a player upon a levelup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wallet.mygcoin.com/
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indivmaterialname -> individual Item Name of converted Item (MYG to Item). 

If empty = no individual name will be set. 

 

material_myg_price -> amount of MYG users has to pay on using /mygconvert to get the 

item. 

 

givematerial_amount -> amount of items that should be given to the user upon using 

/mygconvert 

 

givematerial -> the items that should be given to the user upon using /mygconvert 

Must use the name as mentioned in Minecraft for the Material in (Uppercase, without 

“Material.”) e.g. DIRT, DIAMOND, REDSTONE,….. 

 

 

 

 

message_cooldown -> in seconds how long it should not be possible to call the /mygpay 

command again (Spam-Protection). 

 

signprize -> MYG amount the user has to pay, to sign an item. If set to “0” the command is 

disabled. Only an admin will be abled to sign an item ins this case. His color for signing will be 

special and different from normal user signing items. 

 

 

mygfarminutes -> enter cooldown in minutes | after each cooldown the command 

/MYGFARM can be used by the players to farm new MYG Coins from you. 

 

mygfarmable -> enter the amount of MYG Coins a user receives when using the 

/MYGFARM command.  

 

At this point there are no MYG Coins affected concerning using your Webwallet. 

This MYG Coins are only stored as “values” inside the players.config within the _mygamount 

entry. You can call this your “in-game MYG Coins” aka “Database-MYG”. 

 

If you add your 2FA and allow the players to withdraw or send the farmed and earned 

“Database-MYG” outside the game, you need to hold enough MYG Coins in your Webwallet! 

 

 

maxmygcoins -> enter the max amount of MYG Coins that should be allowed to be given to 

the players (overall). Everytime a “/mygfarm” command is triggered, this value will be 

subtracted by the amount you entered for mygfarmable until 0 reached. 

Once 0 is reached, there will be no more farmable coins, until you edit the value to a new 

amount. 

 

circulatingmygcoins -> the plugin will try to track how much MYG Coins are circulating in-

game (Database-MYG; NOT on your Webwallet!). 

Be aware: This function is very experimental at current state! 
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This means a command like “/mygpayout 10” or “/mygsendto MYGgugug6567bguguz 10” 

would trigger to subtract the circulatingmygcoins by 10 MYG, that have been transfered 

outside the game to a Wallet. 

 

The command “/mygfarm” would add the amount of coins you entered in myg.config for 

mygfarmable=… 

 

 

If you want to allow players to deposit MYG Coins to the game, you will need to implement 

this with the use of label/ accounts and the mygcoin-cli.exe (Windows) or mygcoin-cli (Linux) 

on your own! 

 

Have a look into the php examples for possible ideas how to use this:  

 

https://mygcoin.com/php-example.zip 

 

 

 
 

 

Another option would be to implement it via “in-game MYG Coins” aka “Database-MYG”. 

But remember to back them with real MYG Coins, if you allow to deposit those MYG Coins! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mygcoin.com/php-example.zip
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players.config: 

 

 
 

This file holds and stores/ updates all the players and information about current cooldown-

timestamp (for the commands “/mygfarm” and “/mygpay”), amount of owned MYG Coins, MYG-

Address for command “/mygpayout”, the playername and his player-id in minecraft. 

 

The file is designed as ini file and holds the players Minecraft-UUID as a Section. 

Another Section enables the plugin to lookup seen Players by their name and corresponding 

Minecraft-UUID. 

 

mygsale.config: 

 
 

The Server-owner can edit those lines with the material, amount and prize in MYG Coins, so players 

can buy this items with MYG Coins. 
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By using the command /mygsale the player will see what items are set to sale, the amount and the 

prize in MYG Coins to buy them. Players can buy the item by using the command /mygbuy , followed 

by the item you want to buy for your MYG Coins (e.g. /mygbuy item5): 
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Plugin-Commands 
 

The available MYG Coin commands for Minecraft are currently: 

 

 

myginit – can only be called by the Server OP. Will set base-parameters in myg.config 

 
 

mygversion – can only be called by the Server OP. Shows the current plugin version and 

informs on new versions 

 

 

mygbalance – shows the player his ingame-/“Database-MYG” on your Server 

 
 

mygdiscord – shows the link to the official MYG Discord 

 
 

mygexplorer – shows the link to the Block-Explorer at mygexplorer.com for your MYG-Address you 

did set with mygsetadr 

 
 

mygfarm – allows the player to farm a given amount of MYG Coins after a cooldown 
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mygpay <playername> <amount> – pays the playername the amount of MYG Coins, if the player 

issuing the command has enough MYG Coins 

 
 

mygpayout <amount> – pays the amount to your MYG-Address outside the game and subtracts the 

amount from your MYG-Balance 

 
 

mygsendto <mygaddress> <amount> – pays the amount to the entered MYG-Address outside the 

game and subtracts the amount from your MYG-Balance 

 
 

mygsetadr <mygaddress> – sets the players payout MYG Address to the entered MYG-Address 

 
 

mygshowadr – shows the players set payout MYG-Address set by /mygsetadr 

 

mygconvert – converts the set amount of MYG into the set amount of the item inside myg.config 
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mygsignitem – signs the item in the players main-hand. Takes up to 35 chars as line-two for the 

Signing-Text. If signprize in myg.config has a value of “0”, this command is disabled. 

 

 

 

 

 

mygsale – shows the current items that are set for sale with the amount and prize in MYG Coins. 
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mygbuy – lets the player buy items from the offered items in command /mygsale 

 

 

mygtoitem – converts the entered amount of MYG Coin into an MYG Coin-ITEM (reducing the players 

MYG Amount) 

 
 

 
 

mygfromitem – converts the held MYG Coin-ITEM with its amount back to MYG Coins (destroys the 

players MYG Coin-Item and increasing MYG Amount) 
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Permissions 
 

The available permissions are: 

 
 

You may want to manage this with LuckPerms / PermissionsEx or any other Permission-Tool to your 

needs. 
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The bigger picture / MYG Coin – a gaming game changer 
 

Once you understand how it is possible to integrate MYG Coins into your game and add value to it, 

you will notice that having the option to deposit and withdraw, or change MYG into ingame-items or 

other in-game-values, is a real gamechanger! 

 

As a Player you could play game A and earn MYG there, withdraw them to your MYG-Wallet on your 

PC/Webwallet and deposit those MYG coins in game B, to use them there. This way you can bridge 

cross plattform, cross game and cross gameserver and always use this MYG Coins where you want 

and need them! 

 

PoS (Proof of Stake) makes it possible for you to stake the amount of MYG Coins in your PC/Linux 

Wallet (not possible in the Webwallet!) and accumulate more coins: 
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A List of MYG CLI Help / Commands 

 
In case you want to have more control over the Developer/ Server-Wallet, you can interact with the 

CLI-Version of your Developer-Wallet. E.g. you could add to receive MYG Coins to your Wallet and 

link them to a created label/ account, so players can deposit MYG Coins to your game/server. 

 

mygcoin-cli.exe help 

== Blockchain == 

getbestblockhash 

getblock "hash" ( verbose ) 

getblockchaininfo 

getblockcount 

getblockhash index 

getblockheader "hash" ( verbose ) 

getchaintips 

getdifficulty 

getmempoolancestors txid (verbose) 

getmempooldescendants txid (verbose) 

getmempoolentry txid 

getmempoolinfo 

getrawmempool ( verbose ) 

gettxout "txid" n ( includemempool ) 

gettxoutproof ["txid",...] ( blockhash ) 

gettxoutsetinfo 

verifychain ( checklevel numblocks ) 

verifytxoutproof "proof" 

 

== Control == 

getinfo 

help ( "command" ) 
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stop 

uptime 

 

== Generating == 

generate numblocks ( maxtries ) 

generatetoaddress numblocks address (maxtries) 

 

== Mining == 

checkkernel [{"txid":txid,"vout":n},...] [createblocktemplate=false] 

getblocktemplate ( TemplateRequest ) 

getmininginfo 

getnetworkhashps ( blocks height ) 

getstakinginfo 

prioritisetransaction <txid> <priority delta> <fee delta> 

submitblock "hexdata" ( "jsonparametersobject" ) 

== Network == 

addnode "node" "add|remove|onetry" 

clearbanned 

disconnectnode "node" 

getaddednodeinfo dummy ( "node" ) 

getconnectioncount 

getnettotals 

getnetworkinfo 

getpeerinfo 

listbanned 

ping 

setban "ip(/netmask)" "add|remove" (bantime) (absolute) 

 

== Rawtransactions == 

createrawtransaction [{"txid":"id","vout":n},...] {"address":amount,"data":"hex" 
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,...} ( locktime ) 

decoderawtransaction "hexstring" 

decodescript "hex" 

fundrawtransaction "hexstring" ( options ) 

getnormalizedtxid "hexstring" 

getrawtransaction "txid" ( verbose ) 

sendrawtransaction "hexstring" ( allowhighfees ) 

signrawtransaction "hexstring" ( [{"txid":"id","vout":n,"scriptPubKey":"hex","re 

deemScript":"hex"},...] ["privatekey1",...] sighashtype ) 

 

== Util == 

createmultisig nrequired ["key",...] 

estimatefee nblocks 

estimatepriority nblocks 

estimatesmartfee nblocks 

estimatesmartpriority nblocks 

signmessagewithprivkey "privkey" "message" 

validateaddress "bitcoinaddress" 

verifymessage "mygcoinaddress" "signature" "message" 

 

== Wallet == 

abandontransaction "txid" 

abortrescan 

addmultisigaddress nrequired ["key",...] ( "account" ) 

backupwallet "destination" 

burn <amount> [hex string] 

dumpprivkey "mygcoinaddress" 

dumpwallet "filename" 

encryptwallet "passphrase" 

getaccount "mygcoinaddress" 
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getaccountaddress "account" 

getaddressesbyaccount "account" 

getbalance ( "account" minconf includeWatchonly ) 

getnewaddress ( "account" ) 

getrawchangeaddress 

getreceivedbyaccount "account" ( minconf ) 

getreceivedbyaddress "mygcoinaddress" ( minconf ) 

gettransaction "txid" ( includeWatchonly ) 

getunconfirmedbalance 

getwalletinfo 

importaddress "address" ( "label" rescan p2sh ) 

importprivkey "bitcoinprivkey" ( "label" rescan ) 

importprunedfunds 

importpubkey "pubkey" ( "label" rescan ) 

importwallet "filename" 

keypoolrefill ( newsize ) 

listaccounts ( minconf includeWatchonly) 

listaddressgroupings 

listlockunspent 

listreceivedbyaccount ( minconf includeempty includeWatchonly) 

listreceivedbyaddress ( minconf includeempty includeWatchonly) 

listsinceblock ( "blockhash" target-confirmations includeWatchonly) 

listtransactions ( "account" count from includeWatchonly) 

listunspent ( minconf maxconf  ["address",...] ) 

lockunspent unlock ([{"txid":"txid","vout":n},...]) 

move "fromaccount" "toaccount" amount ( minconf "comment" ) 

removeprunedfunds "txid" 

reservebalance [<reserve> [amount]] 

sendfrom "fromaccount" "tomygcoinaddress" amount ( minconf "comment" "comment-to 

" ) 
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sendmany "fromaccount" {"address":amount,...} ( minconf "comment" ["address",... 

] ) 

sendtoaddress "mygcoinaddress" amount ( "comment" "comment-to" subtractfeefromam 

ount ) 

setaccount "mygcoinaddress" "account" 

settxfee amount 

signmessage "mygcoinaddress" "message" 

 

 

See also for educational purposes (might contain different commands than used by MYG): 

 

https://chainquery.com/bitcoin-cli#wallet 

https://github.com/BlockchainCommons/Learning-Bitcoin-from-the-Command-

Line/blob/master/04_1_Sending_Coins_The_Easy_Way.md 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://chainquery.com/bitcoin-cli#wallet
https://github.com/BlockchainCommons/Learning-Bitcoin-from-the-Command-Line/blob/master/04_1_Sending_Coins_The_Easy_Way.md
https://github.com/BlockchainCommons/Learning-Bitcoin-from-the-Command-Line/blob/master/04_1_Sending_Coins_The_Easy_Way.md

